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PRE-ACE
JPL Cumulative Bibliographic lodex \o. 41-1 is derived from JPL Bibliography
\us_ 3G-1. 39-2, 39-3, 394, and .39-5. The Bibliographies indexed catalog the
o`icial reports of the Jet PropnIsion Laborator y
 for the period Januar y 193E
though June i961. Beginnip- sviCz \o. 39-3, each Rihliogra •;hy covers a one-
year period. informative abstracts are given for most of the reports.
Source material for the Index was derived from the index ^s of each Bibliog-
raphy; the sub;ect descriptors and terminology- of the sep.irate :,,dexes were
retained srhe-ever possible, and minimum changes were mace to the -prevailing
vernacular. -
 Certain changes in major descriptors .sere =nade for simplicity where
the corrc!ation is clear and little opportunit y
 exists for ambiguit y ; e.g., aircraft
for airplanes.
To locate the materal referenced by the Index, the follovini* recall code system
is used: The first numeral (1-,'-, 3-. -t-, or 5- 1 is the numear of the Bibliography
in which the indexed material appears: e.g.. "S-" cites Biblic ;;ml b y
 Ne.:i9,..
Vie combination leGer symbol and numeral following the hypr ren (-%A'089) is the
entry
 number as it appears in the volume indicated: "3-` aS9- r.ueans Eniry 1VO89
as found in JPL Bibliography \o. 39,3.
Prreedures for obtair:ing actual reports indexed herein are contained in each
Bibliograph-,.
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application
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:ivi M y	 at	 e • lv%ated	 temperatures	 ...................5- \113
undeg aded and the.inally degraded PPG-T01, column
.-lut.on	 fra0ionatfon	 procedurcrs	 ................ .. 5-R06
I. aft and block copolymers ( : some vinyl aromatic
hv(f rcxaerbons
	
......... . ......................... S - RO8
egra.lation of larlvacrnaptl:clene-sn lion	 complex	 .....5-Roy
Po yurethane
.ht•mi,.al n Aircations of polyun•than_ propellant., 	 ....1 -H034
clastora •rs,	 in	 .-itb6cr-to-glass transition	 zone. .........I-L;)1I
resin for cunap-.site pwpell:ud hinders 	 ............... 1-\1012
pros rssing	 and	 b tihstic
	
characteristics	 ............... \104 x1
propt-flaws	 formulation and quality c•n.,trol	 ........ I-\10.y:
pu!ynx•r, dilut. • -solution, properties and molecular-
weight	 distrbulmn
	 ................... . ........ 1-\1199
propellants,	 high	 1-wrfomaance	 ................. ....1 -\020
pl rvsical
	 properties,	 improvement	 ................ ..1-R043
elastoriem composition, -mechanical and swelling
properties;	 relatiumhips
	 .............	 .	 ....	 ....1 -5166
elastincs, chemical structures sod mechanical propertb •s... I-5172
propellants; processing, physical properties, and
ballistic characteristics
	 .................	 ...... . I AVW5
volume change with tensile strain
	 ..........	 .........3-539
crmaxesite propellants. reproducibilit y
 of properties..... -)-C 17
JPL XGW cznnposite propellant
	
.....................-)-H15
clegradaticn of mechanical properties by irradiation
closes	 ................ ..........................i-S01
noma.tl-incide•rrr reflective polarisco; a for
viscoelast ;cit• 	measurements	 .........	 ............5-S03
Potassium Perchlorate
dWril.ution
	 of	 pnrtidc	 :1:	 ..	 ................... . ... I -14095
Power Supplies
t see AN,, Batteries. Solar Cells'
auxiliar unit for guided r	 wzm twiler
development	 ......	 .................... .l-6 •YS
I0%%-fre(juency
	 krnerator	 ....	 ..................... 1-B1 8
heat-transfer
	 studies	 ........... ................ ..1-0087
secondary , rryuirements during the 1960's 	 .......... 1-H013
a-.cxili .uy 	 for	 space	 proles	 -.................	 ......1 -IIG14
hydr zinc turNmlternator auxiliar y unit
	
.............1 -U)55
scIrction of s ;lid-propellant power o,anu for
ballistic	 nKketa	 ........................	 .......1- \1162
-->: cf r-	I l trt strain analysis in evaluating
solid-propellant rocket power plants ................ !--F(46
for Sergeant, de.a ription and develupmert prugrlm.... 1-T072
stability and accuracy, performance improveme•nc data... 1-N1'024
fast r--actors with uranium fluoride fuel ........ 	 .......:3-A(t3
supix)rting research and advanced development:
progre,s summary	 ...	 ..... ..................... 3-AB2R
turboelectric, optimirrtit... of condensing tempe•reture .... 3-1391
transi,•nt times in ftssion-electric pout-r eiements ........ 3-K02
3(X)-%V solar-vnt t: :hcmrionic conversion systems
for	 Spacecraft	 ............. ......................3 -523
,u,pporting resear-h and advanced development;
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generated-gas system for pumping propellants.... .... 1-D039
dual generated-gas system for propellants....... 	 ....1 -DO40




for nitric acid and aniline. development .............. 1-\'008
power	 source	 .. ............ ...................... 1-NF055
gas-drive jet pump, for rocket en ,^ ines	 ...........	 ....2-E03
thermal and capillary, for two-phase flow ..............3-L07
Propellant ranks
Bumper lt -ac, water tests of spinning scale model...... 1-BO75
heated-hyhrid generated gas pressurization s%^tem ....... 4-L013
bladder mat , -ials, permeability to nitrogen tetroxide.... A-S26
Propellants
(see also, Binders, Liquid Propellants, Reins,
Solid Propellants)
ideal-gas performance calculations, a -rections ......... 1-AO41
carbon and methane in coot flames, equilibrium
formation	 .....................................1 -AO51
effect of local variations it mixture ratio on
performanc•	 ....	 ...........	 .................. I-A055
specific impute and density, relative importance ....... I-0004
effects of nonuniform burning rates on orbit attainm--nt.. I-0043
consumption conditions required to attain orbit,
based on	 :erticaltrajectories ......................1 -0050
generated-gas system for pumping... . .......... 1-D039
dual generated-gas systemm for pumping ............... 1-DO40
dielect-ic heating of plastisol ...................... . 1-D050
vinyl	 plastisol.	 development. .. . . _ . . . . . . .......... I-D051
use of computers for performance calcmlations ......... 1-D069
expt-Omental	 m••t!.ods
	
for evaluating. . . . . . ........... I-
	
,174
comix)sitior., tcmpeeature, and thermodynamic
performance parameters; method of determination... 1-HOU
heat transfer and coke depos.tion ....................1 -H029




strictures of dipropylene 	 glycols ................	 ...1 -11035
romparii,m of liquids	 and solids ................... .1-H040
effect of rael sloshing on position of center of
rotating	 missile	 ..................	 .	 ............. 1-1.120
effect of density variation ou rocket performance....... I-LI21
forces produced by fuel oscillations ....	 .............. 1-L133
excitation of osc • ilL:tions by chemical reactions.... 	 . .. i-1.143
ignition and combustion in laminar mixing zone......... 1-14042
heated chemical and working fluid,
performance	 cad,nlaUons	 ........................1 -M095
viscosities, measurements 	 ..... .	 ........ I .. I .... - 1-\1103
fuming nitric acrd as oxidizer ..................... .1-\1116
properties of fuming nitric acid Ah-, ting storage
and	 use	 ...........................	 ........... IA.131
influence of specific impulse and density on rocket
performance	 ..................................I -\1160
high-prrfonnance polvurethane 	 ..................... 1-1020
composite, preparation of nitric ester plasticizers and
resin	 intermediates	 for binders ....................1 -NO34
composite, stress-strain behavior .......... ........... I-NO36
increased performance by water injection,
for	 use	 iu	 torpedoes .............................1 -0021
several combinations, selection considerations.......... 1-0023
free volumes of metallic elements at their melting points.. l-PO54
impulse deterninations by means of rotating system. ...1-P056
furfuryi alcohol-aniline mixtures, physical properties .... 1-5006
effect of variable density rn rocket performance. ....... 1-S105
ninienur gross weight p atio for launching trajectories.... i -S146
me , hanica'	 property	 study ................ . .........1 5155
composite, ultimate and small deformation properties.... 1-S157
chemical. performance characteristics and limitations.... 1-5267
towing channel for underivater research ..............IA'0 :53
thermal decomposition of nitric oxide, reaction kinetics.. l-W150
1-\N'15i
nitrogen, tetroxide-hydrazine, operational characteristics. .3-006
JPL .540, perfrim,ance and properties in Syrcom 2 ....... 4-A02
supporting research and advanced development;







molecular weights by rbulliomctry and end
group	 analysis	 .......	 . ........	 .... .............. 4-H10
a mmoniun percblorate-pol urethane, moisture
coeds on mechanical properties ....................4 -1.01
Kaufman-type ion, prohe measurements of discharge ..... 4-S3.2
supporting research and advanced development.






composite polyurethane. reproducibility of properties ..."
fuel containment requirements for gaseous-fm:el
nuclear rr •ket. .. . ....	 .......................... 5-\111
Propuisinn Systems
( Suc also Electrical—. Ion—, Liquid—, Nuclear—
Rocket Moroni)
l,ibliograpuy	 ..................	 .	 ................. 1-AC32
und, •rw• ater propulsion by direct gas injection ........... 1-B021
preliminary theoretical calculation, for hydrnbomb..... 1-0043
based on nitrogen oxidos . 	 .......	 ..........	 ......I-0090
hydmndoct research and development program...... .. I-DO81
state-of-the-ar' in England and Frmee ....	 .....	 ....1 -1313:
comparison	 .......	 ..............................1 -G(120
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Propulsion Systems lCont d)
'i'L space science %tminar,	 1960 .........	 .......... 1-J 103
fcr	 Corporal	 ......................
	 ..............1-J 110
jet and rocket, ehect on engineering edu.-ation..... .... 1-\11116
escape from Earth, perfrnnance parameters	 .......... 1-\1117
.tats-nf-the-art in England and Frarwe ................ 1-A1138
performance calculations of working fluid and heated
chcnucal
	 propellant	 ............................1- \1095
of Wac Co,poral; desi gn, performance, and servicing... 1-'i1 A
practicality of varioas substances as fuels............ i-PO21





	 for	 Loki ............	 .......... ....... 1-RO96
liquid phase mixing of a pair of impinging; streams ..... I-91'_6
spray characteristics and injector design parameters,
correlation	 .............................	 .......1 -8127
omnt.aining C. H. O. N. F, performance
calculation method
	 .............................. 1-SO82
using ,atomic energy plus %corking fluid, feasibility...... 1-5086
ARPA seminar 1958. JPL contributions ..... 	 .......... 1-5159
applied to -missiles and airplanes, comparative stmdy .... IA'051
jet systems applied to missiles and aircraft,
comparator%'e study	 .............................. I-\ O58
dynamics and stability, effect of vehicle stnict ure....... 1 \V126
requirements for hm;ar-landing vehicle ...............1 -W197
vortex containment for gaseous fission rocket...... .... 2-K04
trajectories and payload capabilitic_, analysis ...... ..... 2-\119
pw%ver-limited, optimom thnust pmgrants ..............2- \120
supporting research and development;




JPL research progress for June and Jul, 1961 ......... 3-AB07
3-A 808
supporting research and advanced development;
progress	 summary	 ....................	 ......	 ..3-AB29
four propulsion systems for space probe, orbitin.g
ant'-	 landing
	 requirements ...	 .........
	 ........... 3-1?tN
srnartural	 analysis	 ................................. 3-LO.S
thermal radiation in gaseous fission reactors ............ 3-\I 22
optimization (if payload for power-limited vehieles......3- \126
secondary	iniec•ttnts	 ...............................3\05
liquid,	 AL°S progran.	 .........	 ....................3-P05
supersonic exhaust diffuser for use in testing............ 3-1111
payload separation and thrust termination in
solid-propellant
	 motor	 ..........	 ................3-Sib
trajectory optimization	 ........................	 .....3-531
supporting research and advanced development;







payload maximization by optimization of
t"rtrol	 variables	 .......................	 ...... .4-\118
liquid	 injection	 into	 rocket	 nozzles. ................... 4-St:q
fusion, requirements for an irterstdlar probe.
	
..........4-S23
Isaufuman-type inn, probe measurements of d6charge.....3-533
for Ranger and Surveyor; design, d_velopment,






supporting research and advanced development;












supporting research and advanced development;
progress summary	..	 .....................
	 ..... 2-AB 2
Protons
fluorine-fluorine nuclear spin-spin decoupling....... ....3-E08
\\IR
 stud; using a proton-proton titciwpling
technique
	 ........................	 .............3-EW
experiments to determine certain chef. ical sl Jts
by decoupL;mg meth • xl	 ...........................3-AIiA
gc:ninal proton-proton coupling constants in
CH:= 1—s%stc.-ns	 ...............................5-511
Psychology
human decision processes, general theory ...............4 -B30
Quality
 Control
economics and logistics of threw-away modules........ 1-0095
accuracy requirements for acre, tance, testing.......... 1 -GO 16
quality assurance
	
liode evaluation .......	 ..	 .........3-Cr6
Qtmntum Electronics
heterodyne properties of three-level quar.tnm sys%em .... 3!11f)
Quantum Mechanics
quantum corrections for longitudinal plasma ose1lations. 1-16'3
quantum formalism adapted to radiation i ;
coherent field	 ........	 .........................1A%'O76
puanttnn theory of cxrupled systems ..... 	 ......... .I-W 79
statistical mechanics of mam•clectron atoms 	 ............3-Ll l
Radar A%tronomy
lunar and Planetary echo theory ..................... 1-13152
status of JPI, radar system as of 1451 ................. 1-J016
Venus, lunar radar depolarization; DSIF experiment_....3-1-14
AU determinations by Venus radar reflections. ........3-NI2
large ¢round antennas. DSIF, systems, parameters,
(I-sign	 . . ..............................I	 .......3-1101
Venus radar experiment ...................... .....3-VO3
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Snvie- study	 of	 Mars.	 Feb.	 1963 .................... 5-AC07
application of dual-cavity rnaser to radar experiments. .. .5- 1123
Venus 1962 conjunction, radar and radiometric
nbscnjtions	 .......	 ...	 ...............	 ......... 5411
Radiation
(see also Solar Corpuscular—)
intLgrated extrate rrestrial. -.)hotometer for measurement.. I-BI94
oroposed measurements from satellite ................. I-JO39
of rocket-motor combustion	 gases. .. _. . . ............. 1-0022
effect	 on	 liquid-feel	 motors ..............	 ........ . I-PO35
emission from diatomic gases. cahulations ............. I-P(41
effect on performance of liquid 	 rackets ............... I-PO55
gamma. measurement; bibliogiaph) ................... 2-AC30
detectors, for experiments on Rangers I and 2...	 ...... 2-j 13
effects on	 microorganisms; 	 bi,)Iiograph% ............... 3-AC25
effects Go properties of propt-Han's and binders ......... 3-GO1
thermal, configuration determin.6on techniques ........ 3-H08
effects on materials- in space environments .............. t3-, Of
thermal, exchange in absorLing gas layer'-etween 2 plate. .3-M23
thermai,	 configi i ration factors for spacecraft ............ 3-PO4
UV effects on teinperat'are cc-Arol , :rfaces ............. 4-Cfl-,
IR, spectra of liq • dd and solid C3 L-rins ............ ..4-Elul
IR; of pure liqu ids ii. the fundaniental region,
temperature cell for	 ..............................4-E10
gamma. flux to dose rate conversion fi •tors ..............I -S16
gamma, Itast-square anal\,is if pulse height spectra 	 ....4 -T08
Mariner 2 IR radinmeter cx1veriment ............. 	 .....5-006
Rae-'c. Astrorimy




radio observations of Venus, ionospheric
interp,clatit	 of data	 ..............	 ...... 5-AC06
Radio Signals
phase stabilization to inicro • ave frequency standards... I - DO 16
optimum	 demodulation
	 ...........................1 -1-074
se•niconductivity of organic -marounds ............... I-SO54
coherenz detectior by
 serniorthogonal squat
pulse	 function	 ........................ I-TO63
inoesulatinn by random and pseudorai,don, sequences. I-TM4
estimating continuous-modulated ;.-.t•Ihg•n•c
corrupted	 by.	 noti - . '	 .............................. I_v(;O1
out nts on time-variant connuunicatina channels. . . -3-KO I
power spectra, modulated b y random and
par, dorandom sequences ....
	 ....
	 .....	 .......... 3-TO-3
errar-correcting c(KIcs at low signal-to-noise
ratios.	 properties
	 .......	 ....	 ..........	 .........5423
Radiometers
microwa% v, e.%perinivid foe 1 eons .. 	 ...........	 .......2-J20
planetary atmospheric properties, detennination ......... 3-1303
adaptability to space reconnaissance. . . I ..	 ........ . 3-ACO3
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Rainj•h
RAMCIT	 1. \%ind-tunnel tuts	 ............	 ... I-AO23
solid fuel, theoretical valculatim, 	 . f	 thrust.....	 ....	 . I-AC25
solid-fuel	 combus t ion pr toss
	
.......................1 -13028
test	 facilities	 at	 JF .	 ............	 .................. I-B 1.5.3
burners, closed
	
!act experiments	 .	 .........	 ........ I-DO32
chernicai influences :n air-full	 •oni'mstiou	 ....	 ....... I-DO5',
summary of actixities at	 JF1 .	 ...................... 1-;074
subsonic, th e-oretical imesUgation o	 fuel vaporizers	 . 1_030
subsonic, theoretical results on pe,fi ruli-nee ............ 1-L114 
limits of	 performance	 ...........	 .................. I-LI 17
sun-"- of German developments	 ............	 ..... 1-M I -SO
wind-tunnel tests and performance t wrelation %\ ith
component	 tests	 .......	 .....	 ..................1 -S257
estimated perfunnance at subsonic	 .pet d .............. 1 -TOO I
extra l-lation of sea-level performan e to altitude
operating	 condition	 ..........	 .......	 .......... I-TO02
exh rust-gas thern)(1 charts useful in	 wrfornian •e milyses. . I -T003
HAMCIT 1. research and de\ elopu ent stud y . -;. .	 .	 . . . I-TOW
estimated	 perforinance	 .........	 ..................1 -TOOT
wind-tunnel	 test model	 .........	 ............	 ..... I-TO06
effect of %% ing and power loading o i r-u-•jet-propelled
aircraft	 ....................	 .................. I-TOO7
problems of fluid mechanics in desi m ................ I- F06, 
cord ustion of air-fuel nurtures 	 ......	 ..............I WJ32
pilot burner (i,-\ ices, preliminary st Av.	 ..........	 .. 1
unstable combustion of linniogem, is prwiave-air
mixtures	 ...................................... I-N\'O:,5
Ranger Project
I and 2, scientific exp•riments	 ...	 .................. 1-J107;
3, preiintinary standard trajectory, post -injection ........ I-J 107
1, preliminary standard trajectory 	 ....................I -J108
design, riet clopment, operations; I rogress summary,
8	 60-12/60	 ...............	 .....	 ............ 2-AB19
2-A B21,
1,	 environment.)	 testing	 .......	 .....	 ............. 2-AP22
I and 2, prchniin:-.ry standard traj -ctor% .	 . . ..	 ........2-1)002
ctru•tara l	rnat-nals	 ..	 ..............................1-1-103
scientific	 experiment
	 p lan	 ...	 .	 .................. .. 2-li I I
I and 2, dust particle detectors	 ................. ..... 2-JO3
1 and 2, ivstrunwntat ion For on-1 nand experiments ........ 2-JI.3
sensors and actuators	 ........	 ............... .	 .	 ...2-SI2
development of attitude-control system
	
................2-S12
3, 4, and 5, !unar seismograph v perun-nt ........ .....3-A02
design, dex ciopment, operation-; pregrt s, sunimary.
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Ranger Proyect (Cont'd)
2, failure during ,hrdy perir •a
 review ................3-AB19
3-AB20
2, launching and tracking; progress sunmmary ........... 3-AB21
3-AB22
telecemmnumcations, guidance, auxiliary power ........ 3-AB23
3-AB24
development, operations; progress •;ummary,
5 i f;_-6162	 ................................... 3-A B 2.5
3-A Batt
trajectory effee l., op --holographtc co, erages ............3 -0O2
research	 papers	 ...............	 .......	 ............3-JOG
3, scientific experiments	 ....
	 .............	 .....	 ....3-J07





telemetering systems for cum ersion of tracking data ...... 3-\130
tracking and conm.
	 -;cation by DSIF .................3-R03
3, 4, and 8, scientific Sight anti ground instrumentation. ..3-a'Q2















fo 1:l%^w-on; urissiun deseripti m, experiments, compenents..4-D04
4, flight-path determination fronn tracking data .........4-H01
T1' system, lighting parameters for brnar photometric
model	 ........................................4-H15
3, 4, and 5, scientific experiments ......................4-Jt'1
midcourse trajectory-correcticn propulsion system ........ 4-L11
1, friction measurements for materials ............... .4-R06
solar-celi power r•sterns test,ng ............ .........4-ZO1
design, development, operations; progress summary,
1;63-5,64	 ..............	 .................. 	 .5-ABi4











5, .fight path, determination ......... ................ 5-513
4, tracking .system data arvdysis ................. ...5-11'06
Banging Deice%
precision real-time continuous measuring ..............t3-E01
Earth-based digital equipment to control Bight and
ground portions .................................4.1313
Mod 2, feasibility of real-time precision ueasurements
at planetary distances ............................4-1113
skin tracking, experiment with Echo and Courier ......... 4-E01
continuous coded ranging scheme, analysis ............. .5-T14
Reactors
( see also Nuclear—)
mdtigronp diffusion scith periodic arrays of line sources. .2-E()7
efficiency of fission electric cells ......................2 -HO9
gaseous fission, performance potential ....... ..........2-D11?
gas-phase, perforina_rce potential .....................2 -M 14
gaseous fission, for booster propulsion .................2-115
gaseous	 propulsion,	 feasibility	 .......................2-M16
employing uranium	 fluoride fuels...... 	 ...........3-A03
space, coniparisor, of fission electric cell geometries ...... 3-H07
gaseous fission for propulsion, thermal radiation ........ 3-N122
plasma core. thermal and eriti.aiity analysis...	 ....... 3-533
fission-fragment energy loss from vortex tubes, analysis. ..3-547
vortex and cooling tubes design parameters ........... ..3-S4.i
35-kwe Snap-8 satellite testcraft, preliminary design .... 3-W17
Receivers
R1317-3, design of adapter u •ii' ....................... 11 -C126
RBF-3, operation improvements 	 ............ ........ 1-DO17
new class of discriminators	 ...	 .....................1-5234
Ric• ian fading multichannel reception of binary and
N-ary signals, error probability .....................5 -L14
ric,alincar and linear multireceiver, comparisur. 	 ..........5-L15







magnetic tape tran s :riber ........................... 1-LO39
for	 rocket-motor	 tests ..	 ............	 ..............1 -5274
Re-entry Vehicles
proposed RTU-G-2, scale-model test flights............ I-B176
equations of motion of a coasting tun,bl-ing rocket...... 1-Dt)48
test vehicle, development of high-speed stages ........ 1-H039
preliminary study of aerodynamic 1tea;mg .............I -L157
ORDCIT RTU-G-2, field-test sumrnary of Round 5 ..... 1-M 159
aerodynamic characteristics, effects of carbon dioxide .... 5-J(14
Reflectors
pa:ab.dic• , determination of radiation configuration
factors	 ..	 ..............	 ....	 ........... ....... 3-1818
parabolic,
	
radiation-field computation .................3 -R 13
hyperbolic, scattered-field catcp lation by integrating
the surface current density over front ................4-M8
spherical wave seatl,ring by an arbitrary truncated
surface	 c;1	 revolution	 ...	 . .........	 ...............4-R19
Relati- • ity Theory
perturbation techriques and nonlinear mechanics ....... 1-0O27
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Reliability
of	 redundant	 systems	 ................. .......... ..1-G009
accuracy requirements for acceptance testing....... ..1-CO16
versus weight in spacecraft design .....................3-AO4
nuclear-electric spacecraft for unmanned planetary
missions	 ............	 .......	 ...................3-S35
analysis based upon criteria of partial success ........... 4-B27
complex systems, analysis based on partial success ....... 4-B27






requirements for space exploration instruments ......... 5-H22
Mariner B telecommunication systems .. ..............5-TO1
Re..dezvous
lunar-surface, analysis .......................	 ......3-B 18
optimum interplanetary trajectories xvilh
power-limited vehicle ............................3-5125
Reports
form and	 style	 manual .............................1 -NO13
automatic distribution methods at JPL .................4 -L19
Research and Development Programs
JPL portion of NASA program .	 ....................1 -BO48
JPL ordnance research, ,_n. 1955—Dec. 1956 .......... 1-J044
JPL research and development act,vities ..............1 -JO46
JPI_ ordnance rescarc•h. Jan. 1957—Dec. 1958 ........... 1-JO52
JPL 10-year sup porting research pi.mgrun....... .....1-J039
1-JO65
JPL,	 19:39-1940	 .......	 ...............	 ........1-5102.1
JPL ordnance research, Jim. 1953—Dec. 1954 ........... 1-P091
jPL ordnance research, 1945—1 53 ...................1 -SO87
JPL	 favi!Ncs	 as	 of	 1941 ...........................1-VO53
supporting research and advanced development;




















JPL research and development, 1946 ...... ........... 1-J09i
analysis of existing JPL facilities, 1950 . ............1-J093
analysis of biture JPL facilities ................. ..... r-J095
ordnance constbucti.m grogram at JPL facilities,
Fiscal Year 1951 ..........
	 ...............	 ....1-JOP6
1-JO97
specifications far additions and alterations of
JPI.	 facilities
	 ....	 ............................... 1-JO98







relatively fast-burning epoxide, develops _nt .......... 1-14011
intermediates, synthesis by reactions with ethylene oxide. . 1-1005
m•chanical property investigations; JPL, 1954-1955.....1 -J025
factors affecting formation and deposition on
heat-exchanger walls 	 ............................ 1-51110
intermediates, synthesis by
 reactions with ethylene oxide. .1 -NO32
preparation of nitric ester plasticizers ar.d resin
intermAiate •s for composite propellants....
	 ... ..... 1-NO34






composite and ruhbcrlike, u:echanical properties ........ 1-5154
viscoelas , ic	 properties	 ............................. i-S 164
tensiie testing with
	 instron tester .....................1 -5165
glassbead-polyvinyl chloride elastomeric composites,






	 *3ov.	 field .......
	 ..	 .................4-VO6
Resonators





photrigrapbic technique to study combustion........... I-A014
eaect of local variations in mixture ratio on performance.. l-A055
experimental i.,vestigation of gaseous hydrogen
and	 LOX ..........	 ........................... 1-BOII
regenerative cooling tests, using liquid hydrogen
and	 LOX ............	 .......................... 1-13012
combustiou chambers; mixture ratio and temperature
surveys of	 ammonia-oxygen ..................... .... 1-1301'3
ammonia-oxygen, combustion studies
	 ............. ...1 -B01F




combustion chambers; mixture ratio and temperature
surveys of ammonia-oxygen	 ...........	 .......... I-BO17
mixing high-te,nperatur_ jet with air in cylindrical duct. .. 1-BO29
liners to be us,d with asphalt-base solid prcpellant.....1 -8036
using storable . , nd liquid propellants, heat-transfer
and	 cooling	 ....................................1 -BO46
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Boeket Motors (Cout'd)
liquid propellants as coolants, suitability study ......... I-BO51
performance, red fuming nitric acid-ammonia
propellant	 systein	 .......................	 ....... 1 - B0.54
role to trana;>„rt properties in problems .............. 1 B058
suitability of liquid prop0l :mts as regenerative coolants... 1-8059
1-BO60
German	 LOX-alcohol	 .	 ...........................1 -BO74
effect of spin:	 on performance .......................1 -9090
film	 cooling	 ......................................1 -B091
materials proL' ,.as in engine deve:opment .............1 -131(X3
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Publication 1\0- Publication No. Pub!ica ica No.
2 1-Mole 53 1-J029 114 1-J046
3 '- -J(171 54 1-1030 115 1-\029
4 1-5086 55 1-J031 H6 1-S?36
5 I- 1017 56 i-J032 119 I-LIK
6 1-Fo51 57 1-1033 122) i-T.' 132
7 1-1)078 58 1.6158 124 l-NO2
8 1-FJM 59 1-F(,94 135 1-1-0'4
9 ;-52.07 60 1-NO-20 12F 1-CUE1
10 1-DUBS 62 4-10.34 127 4 -10.8
11 I-S208 63 1-RO46 128 1-cjA
12 I-S279 64 1-KO15 129 ?-S-)I1
13 1-PI51 65 I-S154 130 1-RO01
14 1-\1097 6F I-S2.59 132 t-5137
i3 1-G076 67 1-1031 134 1 -J049
16 I-L104 68 1-HO39 135 1-1050
l: 1-X0i5 69 1-!037 137 _-SI59
15 1-S 111 70 1-'039 1 31Q 1-S160
19 ;-11-i43 71 '--J038 139 1-L(YR.
i-5087 72 1--029 140 1-R0I8
13 '.-0013 73 1-S292 141 I-L015
^4 1-F092 74 I-1040 142 I-G051
25 I-SO88 75 1-11141 1.43 1-0O51
36 1-R063 76 I-S235 144 1-NO26
27 I-R064 1-1 1-RCY15 145 I-R093
28 -WG8 19 148 1-1052
:1.9 14:032 73 1-Cl24 1.49 I-BU16
3.7 1-11005 81 ;-I. G5 151 1-B194
"I I-5258 b2 1-104= t53 1-x070
32 I-X017 83 1-B060 i:,-4 1_c!1('ti
3111 I-F076 85 I-\1218 156 i-D672
54 i-P090 87 1-5:10 158 1-H:"-1
35 1-:0^r: 88 1-Rol. 160 I-X(137
f: 1-G004 89 1-E10(11 !61 1.13195
37 1-J02_1 90 1-51-55 13•' ; \028
38 I -J023 91 I-ROSS 163 1 -J()58
38 Supp. 1 1-10;,6 92 1-5156 164 I-5071
38 Supp. _' I-J045 93 1-1004 164, Rev. I I -5072
38 Supp. 3 1-1047 94 1-5157 164, Rev. 2 1-5073
38 Stipp. 4 !-1(151 96 1-P08-4 165 I-0094
39 I-X018 97 1-11040 167 1-R1 _`3
40 1-R088 99 l-3044 168 I-L07F
41 1-t.105 100 I-BO77 1-59 1-1061
42 1-\'005 tot 1-B 174 170 1-5268
43 1-B' 29 102 1-)()13 171 1-S074
44 i-A r28 403 I-G077 172 1-L016
45 1-B191 10.1. Rev. 1-JO14 173 1-\iih7
46 I-J025 1 05 i-XO22 174 1-S 179
47 i-J024 107 I-\023 175 i-5175
48 '--5041 108 1-St58 176 1-G044
49 I-I N1.3 109 1-K038 177 1-SO52
50 1-1026 110 I-ROW 178 1-S037
51 1-,10'". 111 I-B045 is, Rev. t 1-Sn38
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Entry Entry Entry
Publication No. PuHiration No. i ublicatinn fib.
30-1 1-DO73 30-0 1-BO48 30-15 1 -JO6'
30-2 1 -11XA 30-9 I -S17', 30-18 !-JO64
30:, 1-70157 30-10 1-\1'(Y15 3rr19 1-M148
304 1-1- 74 30-11 I-5 176 30-20 1— ^3
305 I-E1i2O 30-12 1-14!73 30-21 1-HOO7
n-6 1-BO47 30-13 1 -JO6c 31-1 1-705:^
30-7 1-DO27 30-14 1-C:O32 31-2 1-Jac.,
Memorandums
Entry Entry Ectr.
Memorandum No. Memorandum N0. Memorandum No.
1-1 t-S212 4-25 1-TO43 95 1-D(\55
1 . 2 I-1(184 4-26 1-1-003 9-6 1-C(r38
13 1-SO89 4-27 1-\1181 9--, 1-F003
1-4 i-KO03 4-28 1-NOES 9 8 1-:-032
1-5 1-5092 --29 I-D017 9-9 1-F0331
I-6 1-5135 1-30 I-C133 9-10 1-PO30
1 7 1-10105 4,31 I-1.061 9-11 1-G(e9
2-1 1-VrA9 4-32 1-'.\'02.0 9-1_' 1-T052
2-2 i-D030 4-53 1-F004 9-13 1-\1241
2-3 1-DOSi 4-34 I-T(150 9-14 1-PJ.53
24 1-00-21 4-35 I-5269 9-13 1-5095
3-1 1-P024 4-16 1-\010 2-16 1-D036
3-2 1-5215 4-37 ' -1,06? 9-17 I-M E? 7
3-3 l-H(t84 4-38 I-W(51 9-J8 1-\1'145
3-1 1-5093 4-39 1-i :08 9-19 1-00_0
3-5 1-HG74 4-10 1-\\'C'21 9-20 1-HOSS
3-6 1-CO59 4-41 1-\4'fb2 11-1 1-P163
3-7 I-B154 442 1-S09 4 !1-2 1-« 'a°2
3-8 1-L>0.41 4-43 1-01_6 11-3 1-3!77
3-9 4-4.4 I-Dols 17-1 I-CIOO
4-1 I- j(.r 445 I-BO64 20-64 1-13100
4-2 1-;068 446 ' •S2 rf 20-85 I- \\'O24
4-3 I-P161 4-47 1-LO64 20-66 1-AM3
4-4 1-\1018 s-48 1-1-065 1 T:!53
45 1-DOS•; 4-49 i-D019 '0-68 1-H114
1 6 i-\1173 4-50 1-B!08 20-b9 I-Bi10
4-7 I-M019 451 1-G024 2i-70 -.1)25
4-8 1-5090 452 1-P164 24-71 1-\\'I46
49 1-DO84 4-53 I-\'045 20-72 1 13O4J
4-10 1-PI62 4-54 1-\YO23 20-73 I-7(118
4-11 1-KO20 4-55 l-SI99 20-75 I-5096
4-12 1-0046 4-56 1-5234 2a-76 I-GO04
4-13 1-TO67 4-51 1-13178 20-77 1-B 171
4-14 '-5217 4-58 1-1-066 2048 1-ZOi8
4-15 I-KO21 4-59 I-OW 20-79 I-E021
4-ib 1-5216 4-60 I-LO67 20-SO 1-6021
4-17 1-13032 4-61 I-5391 20-81 1-HO18
4-18 1-LOBO 4-62 1-11042 20-82 I-5271
4-19 1-H I OP) 4-63 ! -AO 11 20-83 1-AL4;
4-20 1-?O(1i 4-1 1-Cfri720-84 1-\!'i15
4-21 i-0073 9-1 1-AO30 20-85 i-KO34
4-"1 I-BO89 9-2 1- K045 20-86 I-ZO19
4-23 ! ->= 050 9-3 I -CM9 20-87 1-H 109
424 1-1-107 9-4 1-CO96 20-88 1-L016
Sid
I
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Memo:s.nAtun No. Nlemorandarn Nu. %lemorandim No.
20-89 1-:V 176 20-121 1-\1090 20-157 1-_l'M2
A- 10 1-F077 211-12it I-S273 -M- 158 1-B 182
20-91 I-P154 20-123 1-H11O 20-159 1-EO24
2(.-92 1-F006 20.124 1- I(r1i 20-1110 1-S'22
'.1193 1-5114 20-125 1--S153 20-1u1 i-LO58
20-94 1-SZ38 20-126 I-C131 20 152 1-SOS1
20-95 1 -LC37 20-137 1-S109 20-163 1-%1044
2U QS 1-CC21 20-128 1-0O26 20-164 1-,01163
20-97 1-6+102 20-129 1-1,049 20-167 ''--C1G1
2(:-95 1-HOa6 20-130 I-EO23 20-169 1-LO19
10-99 1-0025 20-131 1-\1043 20-170 1-11163
20-100 i-SO43 20-132 1-AO34 20-172 1-C1327
211-101 1-SO42 2, 1-0071 20-173 1-B163
20-102 I-5293 2i-135 1-PO87 20-174 1-E025
20-103 1-S153 20-136 1-GO03 20-176 1-5162
23-103 1-1V 116 20-137 1-BO19 20-17.8 1-S163
2C-105 I—S239 2+1-138 1-H027 20-187, Pt. I 1-B156
20-106 ;-L159 20-139 1-B051 20-187, Pt. II 1-LO20
20-107 1-t: 103 20-141' 1--11068 20-18y 1-GO55
20-108 1-BC(i2 20-lYl 1-LCJ81 20-190 1-HO78
20-109 :-1,058 ?C--142 I-K001 20-191 1-S076
20-110 I-S'M 20-143 1-LOS2
20-192 1-\11S9
20-193 I-TO632u-lil i-13115 20-144 1-5082
20-194 1-5123
20-112 I-I_031i 20-145 1-1306,5 30-1 1-I.083
20-I:3 1-11161 20-147 ;-R()67 30-3 1-Fool
''_0-114 1-DO69 20-148 1-L018 30-4 1-.-083
20-11.3 1-Z020 211-149 1-GO54 30-5 1-EO26
20-1'(3 I-S129 20-150 1-1,041 30-8 1-BO26
20-117 1-RI16 20-151 1-1)070 30-9 1-1,110
20- 1:8 1 -RI62 -,0-15. 1-1,057 30-10 1-1,111
20- 1 '§ 1-13003 '(1-1}5 1AV069 30-11 1-BO7-s
20-120 1-jow 20-i56 1-Silo 30-13 1-L112
General Reports
General Lntry General Entry General Entry
l:'^port Nr,. Rtport No. Report No.
1-3 1-%1024 1-21 1-PI37 3.2 1-V 032
2.4 I- T.52 1-22 1-\1190 3-3 1-RO06
i_5 I-'.1179 1_` 3 l-K006 3-4 1.-T031
1-6 1-V053 1-24 1-P138 3-5 i-CO33
1-7 1-170323 i-25 1-5098 3-6 1-TO02
1-8 1-DWI 1-26 1-WO61 3-7 1-T003
1-9 IAI(127 1-27 1-PI40 3-8 1-1,113
1-10 -5282 1-28 1-P141 3-9 1-AO22
I-1; 1-JO75 1-29 I-AO80 3-10 1-1.080
;	 ll 1-\1028 1-30 1-T036 3-11 I-L114
113 1-S2F3 1-31 1-\1160 3-12 1-1.117
1-13,Sopp. 1-S284 1-32 1-S136 3-13 1-L118
1-14 1-HO86 1-33 1-00015 3-14 1-A023
1-15 1-P020 1-34 1-0006 3-15 1-TO04
!-16 1-KO04 1-35 1-T076 3-16 1.5257
1-17 1-P!35 Z-1 1-13029 3-17 1-0021
1.-18 i-%1189 2-2 1-P139 3-18 1-5128
:-19 1-SO97 2-3 :-D052 4-1 1-SO45
1-20 I-%1029 3-1 1-6023 4-2 1-M191
';.
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II Report Ne. Report No. Report No.
f 4-3 1-CO47 4-56 1-VO47 20-93 1-D039
44 1-L093 8-1 1-0050 20-95 1-W028
4-5 1-5046 3-2 1-SI46 20-96 1.A45
4-6 IA1192 8-3 I-0042 20-97 1-5131
a 4-7 I-G048 8-4 I-0O52 20-98 1-F096
4-8 I-0049 8-5 1-S221 20-99 1-5.240
4-9 1-6049 9-i 1-GOSO 20-100 1-J083
1 4-1i 1-0048 9-2 3-P034 .".0-101 1-L046
4-12 1-P165 17-1 1-GIOi 20-102 1-J079
4-13 1-Lfi94 17-2 1-F057 20-104 1-A039
4-14 1-1,005 20-57 I-5221 20-105 1-J080
4-17 I-L158 20-58 1-B034 20-106 1-A040
c 4-18 1-51030 20-59 1-1076 20-107 I-5003
= 4-19 1-K023 20-60 1-A024 20-108 1-J082
4-20 1-51154 20-61 1-DO58 :'0-109 1-D024
4-21 1-SO47 20-62 1-B035 20-110 1-6062
4-22 1-G050 20-63 1-N')11 20-113 1-G045
4-23 1-M208 '0-64 1-1-112 20-115 1-H032
4-24 I-0051 20-65 1-L120 20-116 1-DA7
4-25 I-P142 20-66 1-L121 20 - 1 7 1_jmi
4-26 1-S220 20-67 1 x'008 20-118 1-F097
4-27 1-0003 20-68 1-NO30 20-119 I-M045
4-29
.-0004 20-69 1-x091 20-120 1-J085
1 4-30 1-P143 20-70 I-0092 20-121 1-0O23
4-31 I-LI15 20-71 I-0093 20-122 1-51004
4-32 1-F045 20-72 1-M100 20-124 1-T060
4-33 1-F056 20-73 1-x009 20-135 1-JO88
4-34 1-F046 20-74 1-rt065 20-127 1-BO14
4-37 1-LI16 ?0-75 1'7015 20-129 1-D071
4-38 1-51210 20-76 1-177 0(1. i3J I-S039
4-39 1-B130 20-77 1-CO81 20-132 1-17033
4-40 1-0040 20-78 1-1;130 20-134 1-W038
4 . 41 I-51155 20-79 I-A001 20-136 1-8099
4-42 1-51212 20-1ri 1-51003 '0-iW, Vols. I & 1I 2-J09
443 1-K024 20-6i 1-N,'06e 20-138 '-S02
4-44 1-FO47 20-82 1-L002 25--, 1-A014
445 1-DO86 26-83 1-1081 25-2 1-3013
4-46 1-:1211 20-84 I-NO32 25-3 1-13112
447 1-B06620-85 1-A037 26-1 1 R070
448 1-8011 20-86 1-D050 30-1 1-H045
449 1-13090 20-87 1-W178 30-2 I-L148
4-51 I-F039 20-88 :-A038 30-3 1-11022
4-52 1-L119 20-85 1-13164 30-5 1-B138
4-53 I-EO i2 20-90 1-13 i 16 30-6, Prei elease 1-J086
4-54 1-G025 20-9I I-PI56 30-6 I-JO87
4-55 1-VO46 20-92 1-1078 20-8 1-B139
Progress Reports
Progress Entry Progress Entry Progress Entry
Report No. Report No. Report No.
1 . 1 1-P023 I-6 1-V007 1-11 1-H089
i-2 1-0008 1-7 1-VO55 1-12 1-5078
1-3 1-SO(M 1-8 1-5006 1-13 1-J 119
14 1 N054 1-9 1- W062 1-114 I -0010
1-" I-5005 1-10 1-K008 1-15 1-H091
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Progress Entry Progress Entry Progress Entry
Report No. Report No. Report No.
1-16 i-WO63 1-75 1-CO17 4-15 I-P092
1-17 1-J120 1-76 1-CO18 4-16 1-5018
1-18 1-J090 1-77 1=I058 4-17 1-HO95
1-19 1-W 140 1-78 1-C 106 4-18 1-BO37
1-20 1-\1157 1-79 1-K035 •1-19 1-P091
1-21 1-V008 1-80 1-H030 4-20 1-CO58
1-22 1-WO64 1-31 1-B134 4-21 I-K027
123 I-TO38 1-82 1-V009 4-22 1-M213
1-24 I-J123 1-83 1-CO20 4-23 1-COI4
1-25 I-5261 1-84 1-EOi8 4-24 I-CO35
1-23 I-FO58 2-1 1-EO02 4-25 1-13039
1 27 1-K,110 2-2 1-0043 4-26 1-S229
1-18 1-5014 2-3 1-\1194 4-27 I-DO13
1-29 1-NO93 2-4 1-EO03 4-28 1-\t214
1-30 1-WO66 2-5 1-EO04 4-29 1-L124
1-31 1-1125 2-6 1-0044 4-30 1-DO95
1-32 1-KOil 1-0045 4-31 1-TWO
1-33 1-J127 2-8 1-BO36 4-32 I-S13-1
1-34 1-FO59 2-9 1-BO38 4-33 1 0127
1-35 1-KO'_2 2-10 1-DO53 e 2^- i-COM
1-36 1-0012 3-1 I-TO05 4-35 1-Al215
1-37 i-WO67 3-2 I-T006 4-36 1. -LOO 1
1-38 r.-AO41 3-3 1-«'033 4-37 1-B040
1-39 1-TO39 3-4 1-TO07 4-38 1-13100
1-40 1-KO13 3-5 1-K026 4-39 1-NO01
141 1-ZOW 3-6 1-5227 1-40 1-SJ28
1-42 1-R:04 3-7 I-WO34 4-41 1-BO41
1-43 1-FO61 3-8 1-DO31 4-42 I-CO80
1-44 1-BO74 3-9 1-B155 4-43 1-D:05
1-45 1-13105 3-10 1-D032 4-44 1-A026
1-46 1-11100 3-11 1-CO13 4-45 1-FO64
147 i-A042 3-12 1-BO28 4-46 1-D104
1-48 1-FO60 3-i3 1-1)090 4-47 1-D10z
1-49 1-0015 3-14 1-DO91 4-48 1-It103
1-50 1-ZO03 3-15 1-SO60 4-49 1-VY089
1-51 128061 3-16 1-WO35 4-50 1-R!',05
1-52 1-5016 3-17 1-PO43 4-51 !-`".'056
1-53 1-NO06 3-18 1-SOF1 4-52 1-AO17
1-54 1-8107 3-19 1-0159 4-5:s ',-J138
1.55 I-D092 3-20 1-A025 4-54 1-S231
1-'3 1-D093 3-21 1-W189 4-55 1-TO44
1-57 1-DO94 3-Y2 1-DO22 4-56 I-LO69
1-58 1-WO53 3-23 1-W190 4-57 1-C129
1-59 1-WO82 2-24 1-H003 4-58 1-P008
1-60 1-5066 3-25 1-W191 4-59 I-0074
1-61 1-F062 4-1 I-0053 4-60 L-071
1-62 1-W055 4-2 1-CO54 4-61 1-D033
1-63 1-P144 4-3 I-L099 4-62 1-7008
1-64 1-F063 4-4 1-5225 4-63 1-WO57
1-65 1-\1060 4,5 1-5226 4-64 1-\1216
1-66 1-DO97 4-6 1-C(155 4-65 I-KO46
1-67 1-DO98 4-7 1-0056 4-66 1-'.1062
1-68 1-FO65 4-8 i-L099 4-67 I-8093
1 .69 1-TO,11 4-9 1-w' 141 4-68 1-KO47
t-70 1-0001 4-10 1-0057 4-69 1-5119
1-71 1-D099 411 1-0111 4-70 1-BO67
1-72 1-5017 4-!2 1-M158 4-71 1-W091
1-73 1-D101 4-1.: 1-CO34 4-72 1-\1063
1-74 I-5079 4-14 1-H026 4-73
61
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Progress Entry Progress Entry Progress Entry
Report No. Report No. Report No.
4-74 1-ZO26 9-6 1-P038 17-4 )-1;105
4-75 1-G111 9-7 1-FO13 17-5 1-L128
4-76 1-5118 9-9 1-8262 17-6 1-111;;1
4-77 1-W029 9-10 1-P037 17-7 1-L132
4-78 1-B132 9-13 1-PO40 17-8 1-F020
4-79 1-BO75 9-14 1-T054 17-9 1-F070
4-80 1-8124 9-15 1-AO46 17-10 1-L135
4-81 1-J015 9-16 1-PO39 17-11 1-G069
4-82 1-H103 9-17 1-2006 17-12 1-FO72
4-83 1-WO92 9-18 1-ZOOS 17-13 I-FO73
4-84 1-FO99 9-19 1-J 132 18-1 1-Pl()l
4-85 1-GO93 9-20 1-FO14 18-2 1-R037
4-86 1-L130 9-2.l 1-FG16 18-3 1-B081
4-87 1-WO93 9-22 1-J 133 18-4 1-RO2i
4-88 1-K048 9-23 1-CO79 18-5 1-R038
4-89 1-NO03 9-24 1-G102 18-6 1-R039
4-90 1-WO95 9-25 1-Z007 18-7 1-J089
4-91 1-BO76 9-26 1-A047 18-8 I-F'081
4-92 1-1206 9-27 1-D061 18-9 I-BO83
4-93 1-MO64 9-28 1-AO43 18-10 1-BO84
4-94 1-SO62 9-29 1-H100 18-11 1 8040
4-95 1-K049 9-30 1-6104 18-12 1-R022
4-96 1-8018 9-31 1 -Cos 1 13-13 1-RO2'3
4-97 1-WO94 9-32 1-A053 18-14 1-TO59
4-98 I-FO49 9-33 1-A052 18-15 1-11041
4-99 1-S232 9-34 1-H101 19-1-1S-10 1-J090
4-100 1-W096 9-35 1-AO51 20-129 1-1\1149
4-101 I-063 9-36 1-A050 20-130 1-ZO10
4-102 1-D110 9-37 1-PO41 20-131 l-Poll
4-103 1-F066 9-38 I-PO42 20-132 1-D114
4-104 1-Z027 9-39 i-FO17 20-133 1-141005
4-105 ? 11248 9-40 1-14101 20-134 '--Cii8
4-108 1-,\1103 9-41 1-Z008 20-135 1-0134
4-107 1-%094 942 1-11104 20-136 1-D115
4-108 i-S038 9-43 1-DO62 26.137 1-P113
4-109 -G097 944 1-J134 20-138 1-A008
4-110 1-GO95 9-45 1-AO54 20-i39 1-0084
4-111 1-G096 9-46 1-W 150 20-140 1-DI16
4-112 1-D036 9-48 1 CO82 20-141 1-VO48
4-113 1-DO35 9-49 I-A0o'i 20-142 1-:101
4-114 I-B113 9-50 1-T057 20-143 1-K029
4-115 I-K05,0 9-51 1-AO55 20-144 1-0085
4-116 1-`1207 9-52 1-A(106 20-145 1-1)117
4-117 1-GN 9 10-1 I-P093 20-i46 1-D118
4-118 1-M 162 10-2 1-1'094 20-147 1-D 119
4-119 1-8029 10-3 1-P095 20-148 1-BO87
4-120 1-G 110 10-4 I -R 101 20-149 1-L 133
4-121 1-Ili is 10-5 1-PO06 20-150 1-1,\'151
4-122 1-DI I1 10.-6 1-PO98 20-151 1-PI15
4-123 I-B068 10-7 1-PO97 i0-152 1-P114
4-124 1-H002 10-8 I-W135 21-153 1 B042
4-125 1-FO" 10-9 1-P099 20-154 I-J016
4-126 1-MI59 10-10 1-1)042 20-155 1-RO84
4-127 1-B176 11-1 1-P166 20-156 i-B133
4-128 1-P106 11-2 1-SO41' 20-157 1-H029
9-1 1-PO35 11-3 1-5276 20-158 1-MO67
9-3 1-A043 17-1 1-LI25 23-159 1-W003
9-4 1-FO12 17-2 1-1.1.26 20-160 I-W(,S)7
9-5 1-AO44 17-3 1-F018 20-161 1-8008
JPL GUMULA IVE BIBI IOGRAPHIC, INDEX NO. 41.1
NUMERICAL INDE:(
Progress Entr) Progress Entry Progress Entry
Report No. Report No. Repo? Nr,
20-1.? 1-R125 20-221 1-1`127 20-282 1-R 118
20-163 1-6026 20-222 1-B144 20-'284 1-x!223
20 -104 1-A010 20-223 I-RONi 20-285 1-1.147
20-165 1-1\128 20-224 1-E(134 20-286
20-106 1-0092 20-225 I-W154 20-287 l-Z li?1
20-'67 1-0086 20.226 1-'.106+3 20-2-88 1-R;)57
20-168 1-PO44 20-227 1 !x:142 20-289 !4'072
20-169 1-WO09 20.228 1-BI35 20-290 1-L139
20. 170 1-P116 20-229 1 \1116 20-29'- 1-A015
20-171 1-S051 :')-230 1-S130 20-292 I-S165
20-172 1-WO98 20-231 1-4118 20-M I-\1095
20-173 1-CI08 20-232 1-J 142 20-2t;4 1-H(150
20-174 !--E03: 20-233 1-Z012 20-2)5 1-P129
20-175 1-L1G4 20-234 1-BO53 20-296 14,011
20-176 1-11085 20-235 1-DO76 2C-297 I-R096
20-177 I-S243 20-236 1-Fo22 20-248 1-;031
20-178 1-H009 20-237 1-L137 20-299 1-R 128
20-179 1-G 108 20-238 1-?078 20-300 1-1078
20-1r; 1-B143 20-239 1 \1069 20-301 1-B004
20-lbl 1-TO16 20-s,(' 1-DO40 20-302 1_110i1
20-182 1-6053 20-2.11 1-TO18 20-303 1-.".061
20 . 163 1-NO33 20-242 1-1005 20.304 1-D(46
20-184 1-R(X)9 20-24' 1-!011 20-30.5 1-R120
2.0-185 1-Polo -10-241 t-5152 20-306 1-1.149
20-186 1-1\1141 20-241 1-S141 20-308 1-SO44
20
-167 1-L163 20-2a.G 1-Pnl. 20-309 1-\1124
20-188 1-NO34 20-217 1-6112 20-310 1-\1225
20-189 1-P013 20-248 1-\5'119 20-371 I-11_:.)8
20-190 1-BO70 1)-449 1-0097 20-31? I-B123
20-191 1-1\1_'9 20-•::50 1-S189 20-313 1-)017
20-192 1-W152 20-251 1-1,138 2')-314 1-B184
20-193 1-P 117 202-32 1-BI45 20-315 1-\1226
2C 194 I-GO2" 2G-253 1-L(88 20-316 I AI22i
20-!95 I-R12(' 2')•254 1-TO4o 20-317 1-M073
20-1!X35 I-j Ho 20-255 1\I 121 20-318 1-Gu3i
20-197 1-N 0,15 :0-256 1-1.1.90 20-319 1-5124
20-198 I-W099 29-257 1-\1070 20-320 1-PIN)
20-199 1-1.092 20-2.18 1-P119 23-321 1-C 113
20-200 1-11048 20-259 1-M1'.9 20-3522 1-P148
20-201 1.11049 20-2d0 1-001i 20-323 1-8140
20202 I -J130 20-261 1-EO35 20-324 1-PI49
20-203 1-0016 20-262 1-P146 20-225 1-V059
,
• n-2(4 14\104:. 20-•7.64 1-:.1012 20-326 1-.`•	 ,175
20-205 I-Mi 1 I 20-26'5 1-'049 20-327
1-WI93
20-2071 !
20-'266 1-1(043 20-328 i-11012




-TO1 N 3 20-26821- 1 .. 80,54 20-430 1 -TO301-NO36 20-2(A 1-D130 20-33; I-B116
20-209 1-11127 20-270 : 11011 20-333 1-1)049
20-210 1	 \1110 20-271 !-P128 20-234 1=f021
20-211 1-11olO 20-272 1-\1096 20-335 i-R 130
20-212 1-1'118 20-273 1-ill 17 20-336 1-G033
20-213 1-!?O51 20.274 1-:v 122 20-337 1-11013
20-214 1-1111'
.'•1) 275 I-516420-33;5 1-14233
20-21,5 1-W 180 2U-276 1-G02b 20-339 1-13(48
20216 1-\1114 20-277 14029 21-340 1-B086
20-217 1J()19 20-278 1-6030 20-343 1-M231
20-218 1-C136 20-27 1 1-W123 20-344 1-B185
20-219 1-KO53 20-280 1-\222 20-3.45 1-PI86
20-2^O 1-2016 20-281 1-5190 20-346 I-BO78
63
JPL CUMULATIVE SISLIGGzRAPHIC INDEX NO. lit •1 ._
NUNIEPICAL INDEX
Prog.ecs Entry Progress Entry Progress Entry
Report `o. Report `o. Report No
20347 I-m235 20372 I-Koiss 2f-1 1-RIC.I
?!tom.° 1-\1236 20-573 I MC- 26-2 I-R07'_
30-349 1-WC69 20374 1-BI47 2C3 1-8073
20-350 1 ARC 6 20-36 1-1'O&i 26.1 1-Rm-I
20.351 1-M238 -20-378 _-1-0{} 201-5 I -Ril`;i
?.0352 i-11005 20-377 9 1-11058 3(Ll I-P00-4
20-353 1-1.(130 20-392 1 -11006 30-2 I-Sl6k,
20-354 -'-B 167 2133136 1 Ct'i- 3(13 1-at23^
2CL355 I-TO,3 211387 1-TiT4 30-4 1-E03E
2A356 1-11022 20.388 I-W041 -30-5 1 AOIG
20-3M 1-8014 3:1-6
-F: 20-390 I-11172 30-9 1-%x-113
2r-Mu- l-if 164 ta-T->W 1- iOG: 3(LIO i-11166
20.361 1-'*-1165 s0-?$V2 I-SC•B'1 3,#-:1 1-B139
20362 I-1102S 2Q-353 141W, V-t2 I-8190
20-3&4 I-RO44 '1.394 1-17041 I-FO80
2C+-36.5 1-F ISS '_'> 3^^5 °_3(^R = -14 1-1-031
20366 I-K, 54 24-i 1 -BO IS 30-15 I-1-061
20-W- 1-5166 24-2 1-T079 30-i6 1 -J 121
20.365 1-SI67 24-3 1-K016 30-17 1 NI167
-'h)-3e9 I.S133 244 I -KOi7 30-16 1-\I07S
21?-370 1-51-(140 245 i-BO16 30-20 I-0015
20371 1-1:337 243 1-0'264 30-21 1-0)32
Technical Releases
Technical Entry Technical Entry- Technical Entrn
Release \o. Release \o. Release No-
.34-1 1-`037 34-56 1-L0:?"4 34-113 2-S25
:,4-2 5-1:301 34-57 1-K045 34-114 2-?1 7
34-3 1-GO59 3-+_-59 I-1[138 34-115 • NVG3
3." I-5126 :-I 61 2-1,09 31-119 2-L1S
34-10 1-\1174 34-66 I-0'197 34-I'O 2-Z01
34-11 I-Ci37 3- 1-B125 5-4-12i 2-512
341 2 I-VO34 .34 68 1-11028 34-121 2-l%'25
34-1F, 1-L140 34-69 1-S194 34-123 2-1,05
34-17 I-WI94 34-69. Rev. i 2-S26 34-12A 2-\108
34-18 1-WIS6 34-74 i -L03- 34-137 2-532
34-20 1-0'076 34-77 1-\1(180 34-141 2-N-03
34-21 I-SO5 3480 2-1121 34-142 1-5081
34-23 I-PI,32 3i31, Rev. 1 2-J 1S 34-143 2-1103
34-26 1.E012 34-54 2-K(15 3'-146 2-EO4
3427 i-\1217 34-88 2-503 34 - 158 2 -G04
34-29 I-\1079 34-52 2-KO3 34-139 2-815
34-30 I-G060 I4-94 1-Iloi2 34-1613 2-tt'02
34-31 1-CO98 34-93 2-11'2_3 34-167 2AI If)
34-32 2-E63 34-97 i-1-O22 :?4-169 2-1-10
34-33 1-1-033 34-99 24.04 34-174 2-LI1
34-35 1-11013 34-100 2-1104 34-2:11 2-1110
34-42 1 - LO21 34-102 2-PO6 34-205 2-KO4
3143 1- iwva 34-iM 2.G 10 34-206 2-\106
34-50 1 \1:69 34-104, Rev 3-V08 34-209 2-002
34,51 I-5140 34-107 2-Cn7 34-2!13 2-0'26
35-i4 1-B152 34-108 2-(:06 34-217 2-A03
34-35 I-B027 34-112 2-J20 34-219 0-1703
PL CUMULATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX NO. 41-1
NUMERICAL INDEX
Technical Entry Techni.a; Entry Technical Entry
Release No. Relea<e No. Release No.
34-224 2-S27 34-2'9, Add. I 3-NO3 34-242 9-HO5
34-225 2-W04 34-•"s30 2 K06 34-243 —) NO5
34-227 2-PO5 3-1-232 2-608 34-249 2-K02
3-PO.; 'ii -238 2-A01 34-250 1-HO6
M-229 2-,NO2 34-211 2-1?11 34-257 L-J 18
External Publications
External Entry External Entry Externsl Entry
Publication Na. Publication No. Publication No,
1 1-13046 61 i-11067 1^15 I-0089
3A 1-G1(- F,IA 1-P0CIS 137 1-«•163
4 1-13017 616 !-P069 138 I-E040
6 1-P4 48 62 I-P07O 140 i-A%'q
7 I-PO49 63 1-Hi20 141 1-Ow
9 '.-HO(41 64 I-DO87 143 1-FO375
12 I-A063 6£ i-L072 145 1-S11O6
13 1-13051
:-D13S 147 1-W017
15 1-P052 3 1-13140 149 i LL 1641' 1-PO53
76 i-L141 :51 1-E019
18 I-K014
19 I-P054 78 1-C 102 :54 1-R'018
20 1-W05"i 80 1-P120 156 1-R'it35
21 :-N%*059 81 1-5246 15S 1-FO27
ate' 1-Pu55 83 I-\'057 159 1-T021
23 1-D 134 S4 1-L' 143 161 1-PO-26
24 1-1`056 85 I-17144 1S2 1-G011
?.5 1-0021 S6 i-Di4? 164 I-L074
_- 1-H119 87 1-0065 i66 I NO38
28 1-AO6-1 88 1-C 147 168 1-1010
29 I -W 185 89 1-BO96 169 I -S I42
.30 1-T009 90 I-D14y 170 1:A070
31 1-P65-1 91 1-D 150 172 i-W 166
32 =I01 92 I -D 1.51 174 ? -A071
33 1.'074 93 I-P121 175 1-P157
34 1-PO58 94 1 P071 176 I-K036
36 1-D037 96 1-DO66 1177 1-H020
37 1-D135 98 i-B117 178 1-NO12
.38 1-6080 100 I-5104 190 1-KO41
3S I-I'MO 101 I-DO67 184 1-RO5S
40 1-11061 105 i-5105 185 1-FO'.
41 1-D I36 103 1-A067 186 1-G0H
43 1-PO62 107 1-D153 i91 1-L!.43
45 I-DI37 109 1-P072 192 I-B118
46 1-J I43 114 1-COFs7 1.93 1-Z022
48 '-7011 115 I-P073 194 1-F078
5 .2 1-P063 118 1-x-058 197 1-S 143
53 1-G 114 119 1-14031 200 1-1137
54 1-1410.3 121 1-A068 203 1-Z023
5". I - W 1.39 124 1-0088 204 1-8025
56 1-P064 126 1-L073 208 1-A012
58 1-F024 127 1 AN" 161 209 1-N040
59 I-A065 12L 1-FOM ;.0 I-C103
60 1-13065 131 1-GO3.5 211 1 -P159
60A 1 -11066 132 1-\,'l62 212 1-F079
Z--
JPL CUMULATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIC: hJDEX NO. 41.1
NUMERICAL INDE._
External Entry Extenul Entn• External Entry
Publication X0. Publication \0. Publication X0.
214 1-Fool 316 1-11221 411 ! Go16
%16 i-WI69 318 I -J(109 1312 l-Ld144
217 1-FO-29 319 1-H051 4L) 1-^t)83
21S i-%%7019 320 ;-11061 :' : I-j'_ IO
2.20 1-11081 .,24 1 WI95 415 1-S132
2_4 1 1-foil 326 1-3~`043 420 14039
222 I-1.049 327 i-CI(io 431
224 1 -GO13 328 !-B166 422 I-LO12
225 1-K:)4. 5Z9 1-Jolo 414 1-6009
228 I-W042) 331 I-11097, 426 i-`SIBS
23; 1-tA-t7n 332 I -134136 42' !-r+>n4
236 I-LA03 334 1-BIE7 426 1-0.30
23.1 I-LO04 337 ;-1-036 4-40 I-5250
23" I-13017 339 i-B:i[;. 4z" I-W045
2.39 1-\II?- 342 1-G037 446 1-6046
240 1-\108.3 313 1-A075 447 i-BM5
242 1-WI83 345 1-1-162 448 1-WI96
243 1-PA 6 4: 1	 1	 ) IT 449 1-1-152
25- I-Ni4,i 348 1-\;046 351 l-SI21
253 I-\043 349 1-Bi4 456 1-11032
2354 !-099 350 1-11152 457 1 L1)5S
256 i-11090 351 1-13057 458 ;-emu
2.i, 1-1-G30 332 1-P.)17 459 !-R'-48
?a9 1-.lii 253 1-13113 459. Rev- 1-13149
260 i-F031 354 !-B!19 461 1 -]1111
262 1-L145 155 1-x.49 44.3 1 -WK3
263 1 ,oI _ 3A 1-11ing 463 !-G06!
264 I-c145 3513 I-SI-n 464 1-S!-2
66 I-J1 45 361 I -C-W 45: I-\,w3
i,R I-B0%-4 366 I-P122) 169 !A!IS3
271 1-S247 368 1-B0.59 C. !-H(tr!
273 I-W031-- 'W# I-LISO 4:j 1-11.065
277 I-K(LSA 399 1-R(,U2 479 1-\WS4
27 I-A072 38(1 1-1)0116 481 1-B-2o0
278 1-EO43 38i I-HO62 453 I-P123
281 1-L043 382) 1-(:0;18 485 1-1112.3
282 i-\Vl79 383 1-RO60 487 1-1:043
28.3 1-1-0530 384 1-1106 , 489 1-5=-">?
286 1 K056 385 1-1-151 490 !-RO33
288 I-HO60 386 1-GO41 491 i-\-03-
89 I-Wi25 387 1 -EO44 492 1-RO53
290 1AV126 388 1-R 122^) 49-: I-P107
293 1-W(11	 1 389 I-\120:3 5O(. , \10.39
294 1-11160 390 1-HO63 301 i - \-0.38
. cw I-5267 392 I-\1183 02 1-3062
s -1 I-K057 394 1-D025 504 ;-S2551
34) 1-1611 395 1-GO63 5(N I-N650
301 1-FO32 396 1-G015 306 1.0017
)2 1-NO44 398 1-R08.3 516 1-HO68
3..J I-P.(K)6 399 1-\1131 511 I-8192
30' I -`.I 131 401 1-1106.1 512 i -8034
:Stn. 1-N1132 402 !-NV077 514 1-HO55
310 1-`.113.3 "A 1-1	 ;(141 518 1-13108
311 1-L 089 405 1-B0.)8 519 1-NM=4
312 1-11121 406 1-5290 524 1- 1-1035
314 I-13195 407 I-B191 523 i-110.54
315 1-1-051 410 !-3VO4.1 52b I -P 131
JPL CUMULATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX NO, 41-1
NUMERICAL INDEX
Ertemal Entn External Entr, External Entry
Publicat>en \n. Publication \o. RItilkation No
526 1-FI(13 0310. Rev- I-\10b6 679 : L08
&M 1-BI20 613 1-1,i36 682 I-^'tY?
532 1-\ll.0 62.? I-H066 685 1-R055
W- I-W132 62-3 I-VO41 698 i-13015
538 1 H2O1 6-7 1-\-040 699 1-1-036
=,39 1-\t-0.3 63(, 1-\t(50 701 1-EO13
5 .0 I-SI27 in i-LI34 701, Re.- 1-HO58
547 14035 634 1-L(k54 702 1-B010
545 1-13914 615 t-\'146 .03 1-IA C9
551 1-P?25 S3F. 2-H 14 704 1-HC-14
552 I-1115d 6.;9 1-1-028 7R5 !-H(>,59
553 1-1-0.35 641 1-j11_2 718 1-B!93
? ' s I-\114 546 1-110279 720 1-\l172
5>6 1-1s : °_ : 64. 1-B=02 769 1-S2%
5t,(t I-LR2s_ 645 I-W i33 7b9 1-R(U'o
a:l i-11(r0 -';9 1-1-10L57 790 1-\1IS:
572 1-8003 650 !-LI5_ .9-2 1-T(r4
574 1-P1oP 653 1-\051 793 1-0O30
5-6 1-BOA it 655 1-L013 .95 1-GO18
5b1 1-LI-53 i>b !-PO•a3 800 1 -1%008
5m 1-\-039 664 i-R't)4: 801, Rev- I 2-«07
5 j I-1!330 669 1-D(126 804 1-P(r3
591 t-[W46 6:0 1-1-•_-4.- S06 1-ji4.
593 1 -H0(15 671l I -x175 b08 1-BI37
396 l-\1040 03'2 1-L085 809 1-\108.
599 1-SI.! 6.3 1-\'143 810 1-1-101
6W 1-F104 6.i l-KC,32 821 ?-Lt'G45
60ti 1-'t M3 075 i-V'16'.- 823 l-BIS
03U4 I -L053 63:6 1-\I I, t 531 i :40.83
S!0 i-\II1S5 677 1-LS'0.5 Si i-S<M
M:_cellaneous Documents
JPL Hntr% 11711	 •'R' Entr- JPL Entr.
Memorandum No. 3epnr \o. M$SC-e 113neoaS \o.
JPL-1 i- %'050 R-4 1-VO22 lfi 1-BQ21
JPL-2 i-\-051 R 1-Bi)98 U> 1-;,-iI
T"L-3 I - \11}23 R -6 1 - \1()34 la 1 -S099
Ji L--, 1-0089 R-7 I-PO21 15 i-\013
JPL-9 '--)069 I8 I-JO92
;PL-9. Stipp. I 1-JO70 19 1-TO16
jPL-9, Stipp. 2 1-1071 Planning 2t1 I- O9.3jPL -9, Stipp. 3 1 - jff75 Report 21 '-JO94
JPL-10 :-J072 35-1 2-J0 22 I-J(19"
JPL-11 I•M153 35-2 2-J08 23 1-j096
JPL-11. Add 1 1-J074 24 1-11097
2.5 1 -110911
JPL
JPL "R" Miccelian-ous 26 I-jf9827 1-13132Repl,rt
2 -x'056 28 1-11100
R-1 1-\1033 4 1-\t0 S 29 I-D133
R-2 1-\1031 5 I-1)131 30 1-11101
R-3 I-T070 1-\IiSO 31 1 -J11)2
67	 y
JPL CUMULATIVE BIBLIOGRAFHIC INDEX NO. 41-1
NUMERICAL INDEX
Technical Reports
Techr icsl Entry Technical Ertr. Technical Entry
Report No. Report No. Report No.
32 . 1:0 2-1)111
32.1 I-ULM 32-59 2-S30 3Y_1_2 3-702
3l.-•2 1-55'198 327-W 2-1103 32-123 2-5`07
3-1 -3 1-GO72 32-61. 2-LI.2 37.124 3-1,06
324 i-00•?S 32-62) 2-W15 32.12 3- NGS
3i--5 1 -6073 33 -63 2-BO5 & - 12h 3-55.20
.32-6 1-C'r4 32-64 2-\512 32-127 3-;'04
32-7 1-cir-8 32-65 3-L0 32-125 3-P01
32-9 1-KO39 32-66 2-N01 32-120 1 S10
32-i0 i-x'062 32-67 2-B06 ,3_:1,0, Rev. 3- F04
32-11 2-Lt:3 32--8 -\119 32-131	 Rev. 3 506
32-12 1-M168 32-64 3-N96 4-SO3
32-13 1-\4084 32-70 22-G'S5 32-132, Rev-. 1 3-5'(13
3z-74 2-55"21 32-71 2-KO9 32-133 3-1301
S2-15 1-6065 32-73 2-Hvt£ 32-134 3-H01
32-16 1-\ 063 32-74 2_ O9 37_1:77 3-1,11
32_'7 i-15--2{X; 32 '6 2-B10 32-136 3-J1-
32-:8 1-GO-,5 32-7i 4-C 14 :32-137. Rev. 3-v-1.14
32-19 I-5'631 32-78 \5 18 3-1-138 3-K03
_20 2_55-22 32-79 2-1-06 32-139
32-21 1-A313 32 -)i0 3-E01 32-140 3-T03
2 2 ! _ stos ,-s2-81 2-W01 3-7- 141 1:^
3a_r 1-W 199 3=-82 3-5V03 32-146 3-U)3
32-24 2-B'4 32 `I+^ 2-FOi 3-2-'4i 3-\I09
32_ 25 2-5'05 32-85, Rev. I 2-M05 32-142; 3-1103
32-26 1-0r,23 32-86 4-5119 32-149 3-PC6
32-'8 0_ \06 323 2-RO--2 32-150 3-J01
32-29 21-K07 3-1-85 3-W1 3 34-131
„!, -^O3
3-FO-
2' 32=.0 2-609 32-'.-a 3-T('5
32-30. Rev. 1 3-CO8 32-91 3-515 33-153 3-007
3231, Vol, I	 II 2-\5"19 3--9_? 3-\5.14 :32-154 3-1108
32-31, Vol. III 3-5759 32-93 zi-CA)i 32-155 3 T ^ =
32-32 2-L l3 3.2-94 2-xt 15 2-3^ 156 3-B02
02
-33 2-30b 32-95 2-L07 32.151 3-35.10
:32-34 2-S01 33-96 z-G02 3	 ISS 3-II05
32-35 2-H17 32-97 3 S09 32-159 3-S31
32-36 2-S13 32-97, Rev. 3-S11 32-160 3-AO5
32-57 3-BII 32-^48 2-\1.18 32-16; 3-J62
3238 2-603 32-99 2-AO2 32_ 16.2 3-G02
32-::9 ?-B13 a' - iii 2-VO9 32-763 3-\1.04
3-40 1-E07 32-101 3-HO' 32-164 3-CO3
3241 S-K01 3:-102 2-Z02 32.163 3-705
32-421 2-5412 32-103 2-H12 32-'66 3-H12
32-43 2-5VO5 32-104 2-S19 32-168 0-b39
32-4.1 2-BO" 32-111.5 2-HO9 32.169 3-H05
3 .245 2-K 11 32- i f i6 2-N,10 32-170 3-R13
32-47 2-\:07 32-107 2-003 32-171 3-S23
32.4E
-1-N Q) 32-IOFF 2-KO8 32-172 3-G06
3249 2-5510 3J1-109 2-\03 32-173 3-:124
32-50 2-WW2 32-110 3-AO4 32-i,4 3-I.09
32-51 2-W13 32-112 4-GO' 32-175 3-S18
32-52 2-W 14 :32-11.3 2-R01 32.176 3-JO3
32-53 2-W11 32-114 :-1303 32-17ts 3-\120
32-54 2-%124 32-115 2 R09 32-179 3-S41
32-55 2.113 32-116 2-EW 32-180 3-H05
32.56 2-VO8 32-117 2-EO.5 32-181 3-Mil
32-57 24.101 32-118 2-5120 32-182 3-SO2
32-577 2-WO6 32119 3-LO8 32-183 4-:115
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32-186 3-M01 32-24.4 4-.i2.7 3_' all 4-%%09
32-187 3-\105 32-250 3-\126 3i 313 4-KO3
32-188 3-S47 32-230,Abridgt^! 4-MIS 32-3i4 4-S25
32-I89 3 333 3?-251 3-536 .32-315 4-`N15
32-190 3-BM 32-232 4-LO 32-316 4-R27
32-191 3-B16 32-252, add. 1 4-1.03 32-317 4-RO8
32-192 3-H10 32-253 4-TO9 3.1-318 4-11'06
32-194 3-LI5 32-254 3-KO2 32-3i9 4-TO-2
.3-:1 -195 4-\102 :32-255 3—NO2 32-320 4-1110
32-196 3-1-07 32-256 4-S24 32.321 4-H22
32-197 3-\123 32 -257 A_P15 32-322- 4-CO4
32-19S 3-AO3 32-159 .1-21.01 32-324 4-P114
•3=-199 :,+r 32-260 3-\f 17 32-325, Rev. 4-JOI
:32-199. Rev. 4 -JC4 3'-261, Part I 4-1-04 32-326 5-BO7
32-26 t) 3-CO.S 32-26i, Part it 4-LO5 S -?27 5-CC3
32-201 3-548 32-26= 3-EO8 32-328 4-K13
32-202 3-\O1 3-2-263 3-S38 32-329 4-BGl
32-203 3-IS05 32_2E4 4-\107 32-330 4-K11
32-221 'LHry? 32-265 3-FO9 32-332 4-SI
32-20.5 3-525 32-2656 5 ECH 32-333 5-T:1
32-206 3.':^7 32-26T 3-KOl 32-334 4-H11
3 2_-2 )7 3-R12 32-268 3-101 32-335 4-1-11
32-208 3-%t13 32-26t3 3-1)04 32-337 4-1313
32-209 3-CO9 3_.,? 5-11'10 32-38 4-633
32 •210 3-R11 :33-271 -i \ii): 32-333 4-B35
3 2-21 i 3-M28 :32-27: 3-A02
.32-340 4-CO 7
3'2 -'_ 12 3-CM 32-273 3-010
.32 341 4-B36
32-213 3-Rill 32-274 3-517 32-342 4-Lld
32-214 3-PO7 32-275 4-C11 32-343 4-1317
:32-21.5 3-\113 ;?-'''h 4-KO8 32-344 -i-\x-07
- 2 I6 4-K04 32345 ;-HOl
32217 4 - is1O 32-278 -i-S22 32-346 -t-D02
32-218 3-\'01 32-279 5-11-1 1 32-347 4-EO3
32-219 3-\O9 2.280 4-C.07 32-348 •1 L12
32-220 5-K99 '81 3-S33 82-349 5-1)03
32­22 1 3-\1:31 32..282 4-EO2 2-350 4-ZO1
3222-.2 3-004 32-28:3 4-R 18 2_3_ 351 4-C13
:32-27s 3-H15 32-284 4-`,114 12 -352 4-S:,3
:32-'24 3-\102 32-286 4-\130 3:).-353 4-J05
32-225 3-K07 32-288 4-D05 32.854 4-PI3
.32-226 3-\125
.32-2289 4-- f _"; 3?-353 4-JO9
32-226, Rcv. 4-\117 3-:290 3-K05 321-356 4-L21
32-225 3-L(4 32-291 4-807 32-357 4-E10
32-22)S 3AV06 ga_2I^.3
-1-L2(i )_3^ 358 5-T07
32-229 3-1 I O 3_•-294 3-K(`4 ., 2-359 5- fO8
32-230 .3-1V 11 32•29 8_pO8 3.2-360 4-kO()32 . 231 3-B07
x93_ 26 24-C1_ 32-:361 4-\I16
^°-132 3-107
:a_o 9 4-1(t4 2-3_ 36:. 4-K1532-2.13 3-S:3.: 32-36:3 4-KO2
32-23 . 1 3-GO :32-298 4- EO1 2-3:.364 4-1)03
z	 335 3-HO-1 32- •299 a"-Ki3 :3•_'-365 4-S02
32-236 3-\119 32-300 4-1108 32-366 4-\10]
32-237 3-\106 32-301 3-KO6 2-3_ 31'18 4-B15
:3 .2-238 3-119 .32-302 4-1'05 32-369 4-EO9
32-239 4 H17 32-303 3-BO8 :3.2.371 4-1108
32-241 3-138 32-304 3-S15 34 -372 4-CO5
32-242 3-RIO 32-305 4-P16 32-378 4-TOS
32-2 .14 4-R l0 32-306 3-S05 32-374 4-TO4
32-245 3-1.1-; 32-309 4-Sol 32 375 4-L13
.32-247 3-B 17 32-310 4-EO4 32-370 5 -506 4yi
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32 
-:j7" 4-1134 32-439 4-S16 32-523 5-WC6
32-378 4-Vt36 32-440 4-LI7 32-524 5-P07
32-379 4-K01 32441 5-111 32.525 5-Hz2
3a_ 3&3 5-1304 32442 5-A08 32-527 c-N01
32-381 4-1'06 32-443 4-CO3 32-529 5-1325
32-383 5-J08 32-444 4-C20 32-53C ,-127
32-3„Q4, Rev. 4-H15 324.'5 5-PO4 3.2-531 5-5101
32-385 4-D01 32446 5-S26 32-532 5-F01
32386 5-CO5 32-447 5-P05 32-533 5-J l i
32-387 4-E0, 32-440• 4-1-10 325:34 5-COl
32-388 5-TI3 3245( 5-L14 32-335 5-1326
32- i89 4-1-01 32-451 5-J13 32-538 5-S11
3-)-3X1 4-629 32452 5-1-09 32-539 5-1-12O
32-391 4-830 324.94 5-S21 32-540 5-121
32-392 4-PIT, 32.455 5-ZO 1 32-542 5-.708
32-393 1-1105 32-458 ,=,-1322 32-543 5-J04
32-394 4-NI24 32458, Rev. 1 5-1323 32-54.1 5-JO5
32-395 4-1302 32-459 5-004 32-545 5-POi
32-397 4-S23 32-462 5 - S z 2 32-546 5-AO9
,s24198 4-M04 32-463 5-709 32-547 5-I-I25
32-39q 4-CO2 32464 5- 114 32-548 5-808
39-'C^ 4-:.113 32-465 5-\ )9 32-550 5-S23
32401 5-FO3 3-2-468 5-1-01 32-551 5-EO5
3.402 4-R06 32-469 54,05 32-552 5-NO2
32-403 5-525 32474 5-RO8 :32-553 5-K10
32404 4-1314 32475 5-1`21 32-754 5-K03
-2-405 4-C19 32-477 5-V21 32-555 5-P20
32408 44124 32479 5-S27 :32 556 5-SO.2
3.2-407 4-LO6 32-480 5-CO8 32-560 5-1113
32-408 5-G03 32-481 5-C17 12-561 5-1124
32-409 -GC 1 32-482 5-L 19 32-562 5-S13
52-411 4-`07 32484 5-CO6 32-56.1 5-1305
5-T 14 32-455 5-MM 32565 5-L 1 i
32412 5-Don 32-188 5-P::4 32-567 5-DO5
32-415 5-B02 3:489 5-009 32-569 5-AO1
32416 5-%;03 32492 5-J 16 32-570 5-F02
32417 4-S32 32-493 5-T03 32-571 5-110Y
32-416 5 I09 32-494 5-MO-1 32-572 5-RO5
32420 r cla 32-4% 5-FO1 3", 5-50.3
32-421 4-CO9 12-4477 5-AJJ 3.2-576 5-E0232-498 5-AO6 32-177 5-S1732-4::2, Vol. I 5-709 32-199 5-164 J2-579 5-L04
32-4`12, Vol- 2 5_J 10 32 501 5-VO3 32-580 5-P02
32 423 5-M2, 32-501 G02 3 -5p 4 5-WO4
32-424 4 C21 32-505 5-KO8 32-587 5-KO-5
32-425 5-`.V02 32-505 5-H24 32-548 5-1'10
32426 4-K013 :;1-507 5-V05 32-589 5-;02
.32-4Z7 4-V(>4 32-5(',>i 5-D02 32-593 5-1304
:52429 4-707 32-509 5-Ar,2 32-59.1 ;;-519
32-430 4-G)6 32-510 5-E03 32-596 5-H')I
32431, Part I 4-Slt' 32-512 5-Gl' 32-597 5-L15
32-431, Fart 1I •1-S19 32-513 5-PO6 32-600 5-N11
32-431, Part Ill 4-S20, 32-514 5-SI5 32-602 5-P23
32-432 5-Hz3 32-515 5-NO4 32-604 5-CIO
32-433 5-R06 3z-516 5-803 32-606 5-L18
32434 4-R19 3i:-517 5-R09 32-608 5-R26
32435 4-W 11 32-518 5-S01 32-809 5-BO6
32-436 5-831 32-320 5 S05 32-614 5-WO8
32 4 „7 5-S20 32-521 5-J15 32-617 i-J07
32-438 5-1115 32-522 5-1-20 32-619 5-507
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33 . 1 1-11034 33-52, Add. A 3-110 33-104 4-C-01
33-2 2-\117 33-52..if'-d. B 3-311 33-105 4-VO2
334 1-J 103 33-52, Add. C 3-J 12 33-106 4-DO6
33-4, Add. 1 2-JO3 33-W 3-B18 33-107 4-GO2
33-5 1-J105 33 54 3-J 13 33-109 4-L1,'
33-6 1-!008 3.2-55 3-VO2 33-110 4-1,19
33-8 1-1104 33-59 3-1102 33-111 4-NO3
33-9 1-J 106 3.3-57 3-S03 33-112 4-V23
33-10 1-D075 33-58 3-POS 33-113, Rev. 4-1`19
33-11 1-1107 33-59 3-C 13 33-114 4-GO3
33-'2 1-J108 33-60 3-1_15 33-116 4-B04
33-'--), Add. A 2-DO2 33-61 3-L16 33-118 4-BO5
33-13 1-D(175 33-62 3-LO2 33-119 4-BO6
33-13, \ ol. 1, Rev. 3 2-J 111 33-63 3-1111 33-120 4-L08
33-13, Vol. 11, Rev. 3 c-?12 33-64 3-E10 33-121 4-LO9
33-13. Vol. III, i,-v. 2 2-J11 33-65 3-Ell 33-122 4-V03
33-14 1-CO70 33-66 3-\130 33-123 4-S26
33-14, Rev. I 2-CO4 33-67 3-803 33-126 4-1107
33-15 1 N049 33-68 3-T02 33-127 4-DO4
33-16. Rev. 1 `-J04 33-69 3-L17 33-F.8 5-1,06
33-16, Rev. 2 2-Job 33-71 3-C16 33-130 4 SO8
33-17 2-CO6 33-72 3-CO1 33-131 4-A02
33-18 1 -1109 W-73 3-004 33-132 5-\VO9
33-19 2-S21 33-75 3-B04 33-133 4-RO2
33-20 2-\111 3-76 4-\!03 33-134 5-A03
33-21 2-S10 33-77 3-T04 33-137 4-1420
33-22 2-1_15 33 78 3-CO2 33-138 4-SO9
33-23 2-EO1 33'9 3-J14 33-139 5-110;
53-24 2-CO5 33-80 3-\V6? 33-140 5-L12
33-25 2-PO3 33-`= 3-S46 321 141 4-BO3
33-26, Vols. I & II 2-Jo5 33-82 s-c 12 33-142 5-1,05
3,3-27 2-riol 33-81- 3-J 15 33-143, Rev. 1 5-AO7
33-28 2-CO2 33-83, Re-.1 5 -J 12 33-144 4-C17






33-87 3-N10 33-149 5-T02
33-34 2-J17
33-88 3-RO5 33-15i i-\!18
33-36 2-VO1
33-89 4-t113 33-15.3 5-\'02
33-90 5-\t19
33-37 2-J1; 33-92 4-1113
33-154 -1 1
33-38 2-J 14 33-93 3-N64
33-156 5-SO4
33-39 2-316 33-94 4-S30 33-157 5-CO7
33-10 2-2\914 .	 -n^ 4-1116 33-158 5-J14
33-41 2-1308 33-96 4-Hi9 33-151,' 5-T12
3342 2-S17 33-97 4-\913 33-161 5-1119
13-43 2-JO1 33-98 4-B28 33-162 5-L 17
33. 45 3-U01 33-99 4-C15 33-163 5Af13
K -47 2-520 5-Cl1 33-165 5-MO6
3348 3-CI 1 X;-1011, Vol. 1, Part A 5-C12 33-167 5-P03
33-49 2-DO, 33-101 4-SO6 33-168 5-WO1
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r
:'	 ( 3-AB33 36-5, Vol. II 2-ABiO 37-17, \'al. 11 4-AB 12
36-5, Vol. III 2-ABli 37-17, \'al. III 4-AB13
1	 Sergeant Annual 36-6, Vol. I ? :AB12 37-!7, \'al. IV 4-AB14
Report 36-6, \'al. I1 _-AB13 37-17, Vol. V 4-AB 15
36-6, Vol. III 2-AR14 37-17, Vol. VI 4-AB16
1 1-J113 36-7, \'al. I 2-.9815 37-18, \'al. I 4-AB 17
2 1-;114 36-7,\'al.11 2-AB16 37-18, Vol. II 4-.AB183 1-J115 36-7, Vol. III -)-AB I r 37-18. Vol. III 4-AB19
1 36-8 2-AB 18 37-18, Vol. IV 4-AB20Combined BimonthlyI 36-9, \'al. I 3 _AB05 37-18, Vol. V 4-:1B21Summary 6-9, Vol. II 3-AB0F
36-10, \'al. I 3-AB61 37-18, Vol. VI 4-AB22
1 io 68 1 .AB91 36-10, Vol. II 3-AIA08 3749, Vol. I 4-AB23
i	 Series A. Nos. 19-A 36-11 3-A309 37-19, Vol. It 4-AB24
to 44-A I-AB02 36-12, Vol. : 3-AB10 37-19, Vol. 1.1 4-AB25
36-12, Vol. II 3 :ABI1 37-19, Vol. IV 4-AB26
j	 Guided Missile 36-13 3-AB 12 37-19, "al. V 4-1LB27
Summaryl 36-14 3-AR14 -3 -19, Vol. VI 4-AB28
(	 45 toil 1-AB03 37-20, Vol. I 4-AB29
78 2-A301 Space Programs 37-20, Voi. II 4-AB30
Summary 37-20, Vol. ill 4-AB31
37-20, Vol. A 4-AB32Jupiter Bimonthly 1 io 3 1-.AB06 37-20 Vol. V 4-AB33Summary
'
I to 6; 37-1 to 37-3 1-AB07 37-20, Col. VI 4-AB34
1	 1 to 12 1-ABO 37-4 2-AB19 37-21, Vol. I 4-AB35
:37-5 2-AB20 37-21, Vol. II 4-AB36
Nuclear Propulsion 37-6 2-AB21 37-21, Val. Ili 4-AB37
Summary 37-7 2-AB22 37-21, Vol. IV 4-AB38
37-8, Vol. I 2-AB23 37-21, \'ol. V 4-AB391 to 9 I-AB04 37 -8, Vol. 11 2-AB24 37-21, \'al. VI 4-AB40
37-9, Vol. I a .AB25 37-2-1. \'o'. I 5-AB04Quarterly Summary 37-9, Vol. II 2-AB26 37-22, V% +1. II 5 -AB05
Report 3-AB14 37-22, Vol. III 5-AB06
38-1 2-AB0i 37-10, Vol. I J-A815 37-22, Vol. IV 5 _AB97
38_2 2-AB03 37-10,V91. Ii 3-481.6 37-21 \'ol.V 5-AB08
38-3 2-AB04 37-11, \'ol. 1 3-AB17 37-22, \'ol. VI 5-A309
38-1 3-ABO1 3'-11, Vol. II 3-AB18 37 -23, Vol. I 5 - A1310
:38 - 5 3 -Ab02 37 - 1.2, \'al. I 3 -AB19 ",G!. 11 5 - AB11
35-6 3-AB03 :37-12, Vol. II 3-AB20 37-23, Vol. Ill 5-AB12
38-7 :3-AB04 37.13, Vol. I 3-AB21 :37-23, Vol. IV 5-AB13
38-8 4-AB01 37-13, Vol. II 3-AB23 37-23, Vol. V 5 :AB14
'7 	 3°-9 4-AB02 37-14, \'al. I 3-AB23 37-23, Vol. VI 5-AB15
33-10 4-AB03 37-14, Vol. II 3-AB24 37-24. Vol. I 5-ABI6
38-11 3-AB04 37-15,'.'al. ! 3-AB25 37-24, Vol. IJ 5-AB178-123 5-ABO :57-15, Vol. II 3-AB26 37-24, Vol. Ill 5-AB1838-13 ° AB0 2 37-15. \'al	 III 3-AB27 37-• 4, Vol. IV 5-AB1938-14 5-AB03 37-i5, Vo1. 1\' 3-AB28 37-24, Vol. V 5-AB20
37-15, Vol. V 3-AF29 37-24, Vol. VI 5-AB21Research 37-15, Vol. \ I 3-AB30 37-25, Vel. I 5-AB22Summary 37-16, Vol. 1 4-ABO5 37-25, Vol. 1I 5-AB23
1 to 6; 36-1 to 36-3 1-AB08 37-16, Vol. 1I 4-.AB06 3^-25, ,al. IIl 5-AB24
:36-3, Vol. 11 2-AB05 37-16, Vol. Ill 4-AB07 37-25, Vol. I`.' 5-AB23
30-1, Vol.I 2-AB06 37-16, \'al. IV 4-A9o8 37-•25, Vol. V 5-AB26
36-4, Vol. II 2-f.307 37-16, Val. V 4-AB09 37-25, Vol. VI 5-AB27
I	 36-4, Vol. Ill 2-ABOS 37-16, Vol. VI 4-AB10 37-26, Vol. J 5-Ar'28
3e-5, Vol. I 2-AB09 37-17, Vol. I 4-ABll 37-2..6, Vol. II 5-A B29
72
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37-26, Vol. III 5-AB30 37-26, Vol VI 5-AB33 37-27, Vol. 111 5-A1336
37-26, Vol. 1N' 5-AB31 0I ". Vol. I 5-AB34 37-27, Vol. V 5-AB37




Voi. I, Part A 1-AC01
(Abstracts 1,001-1,175)
Vol. I, Part B 1-ACO2
(Abstracts 1,176-1,329)
Vol. I, Part C 1-ACO3
(.Abstracts 1,330-1.503)
N'ol. I, Part D 1-AC04
(Abs-acts 1, 94-1,726)
Vol. II, Nos. 1-3 1-ACO5
(Abstracts 2,1701-2,185)
Vol. II, No. 4 1-AC06
(Abstracts 2,186-2,335,
Vol. 11, No. 5 1-AC07
Abstracts 2,336-2,431)
Vol. II, No. 6 1 :AC08
(Abstracts 2,432-2,529)
Vol. 11, No. 7 2-AC01
(Abstracts 2;530-2,623)
Vol. II, No. 8 2-ACO2
(Abstracts 2,624-2,715)
Vol. 11, No. 9 2-ACO3
(Abstracts 2,716-2.807)
Vol. 1I, No. 10 2-AC04
(Abstracts 2,88-2,899)
Vol. It, No. I i 2-ACO5
(Abstracts 2.904-2.990)
Vol. 11, No. 12 ° AC06
(Abstracts 2,991-3,081)
Vol. III, No. 1 2-AC07
(.Abstracts 3,(182-.3,184)
V-il. 11I, No. 2 2-AC08
(.Al,..tracts 3,185--3.294)
Vol. III, No. 3 2-AC09
(Abstracts 3,295-3,.30
Vol. I11, No. 4 2-AC10
(Abstracts 3,396-3,496)
Vn!. III, No. 5 2-ACI1
AAbAracts 3.497-3,596)
Vol. I11, No.6 2-AC 12
(Abstracts 3,597-3,698)
Vol. IV, No l 3-ACtll
(Abstracts 4,001-9,10:1)





Voi. IV, No. 3 3-A ('03
(Abstracts 4,2021,111)
Vol. 1N', No. 4 3-AC04
(Abstracts 4,322-4,427)
Vol. IV, No. 5 3 :ACO5
(Abstracts 4,428-4,521)
Vol. IV, No. 6 3-AC06
(Abstracts 1,522-4,61(3)
Vol. V, No. 1 3-AC07
Abstracts 5,000-5,101))
Vol. V, No. 2 3-AC08
(Abstracts 5,101-5,200)
Vol. V, No. 3 3-AC09
(Abstracts 5,201-5,3.301
Vol. \', No. 4 3-AC10
(Abstracts 5,331-".'S.5)
Vol. V, No. 5 3-AC I 1
(Abstracts 5,456-5,56b)




Vol. I, Part A 1-AC09
'Entries 10,901-11,575)
Vol. 1, Part B 1 -AC 10
(Entries 11,576-12,483)
Vol. I, Part (. 1-AC1 t
iEniries E!,484-13,165)
Vol. I, Part 'U 1-AC 12
(Entries 13,136-13,888)
Vol. 11, Nos. 1-2 1-AC13
(Eutlies `10,1)1-2(1,674)
Vol. 11, No. 3 1-AC 14
(Entries 20,)75-21,127;
Vol. 11, No. 4 1-AC15
(Entries 21 128-21,590)
Vo1. 1T. No 5 1-ACIA
(Entriea 21591-21,870)






Vol. 11, No. 8 2-AC14
(Entries 22,421-22,670)
Vol. 1I, No. 9 2-AC15
(Entries D4.671-00,870)
Vol. II, No. 10 2 _AC16
(Entries 22,871-23,094)
Vol. 11, No. I1 2-AC17
(Entries 23,095-23,310)
Vol. 11, No. 12 2-AC18
(Entries 23,311-23:514)
Vol. II1, No. 1 2-AC19
,Entries 30,001-30,201)
Vol. III, No. 2 2-AC20
(Ent&- 10,02--30,404)
Vol. I11, No. 3 2-AC21
(Entries 30,405-30,624;
Vol. III, Nn. 4 2-AC22
(Entries 30,(25-30,844)
Vol. III, No. 5 2-AC2.,
(Entries 30,84,-,--31;145)
V'ol. III, No. 6 2-AC24
(Entries 31.14641,373)
Vol. IV, No. I 3-AC,.
(Entries 40,00110,202)
Vol. IV, No. 2 3-AU 14
(En,-ies 40,203-40,453)
Vol. IV, No. 3 5-AC 15
(Entries 401,454-40,728)
Vol. IV, No. 4 3-AC16
tEntrics :0,729-4',018)
Vol. IV, No. 5 3-AC17
(Entries 41,019-41,268)
Vol. IV, No. 6 3-AC15
(Entries 41,269--91.476)
Vol. V, No. 1 3-AC 19
(Entries 50,001-50,205)
Vol. V, No. 2 3-AC:20
(Entries 50,206-51),417)
N'ol. \ , No. 3 3-AC21
(Eniries 50,418-50,W%
Vol. V, No. 4 3-AC22
(Entries 50,670-50,951)
V•)l. V, No. 5 3-AC23
(Entries 50,952-51.,270.)
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Vol, VI, No. 1	 4-ACOJ 102 1-AC19 5 1-AC36
(Abstracts 60,001-60,307) 143 1-AC22 6 1-AC37
Vol. `. 1, No. 2	 4-ACO2 149 I-AC23 7 1-AC45
(Ahstracts 60.308--60,603) 152 1-AC24 8 1-AC46
Vol. VI, No. 3
	
4-ACO3 160 1-AC25 9 1-AC39
(Abstracts 60,604-60,929) 177 i-AC33 10 1-AC41
Vol. 11, No. 4	 4-AC04 182 1-A(:26 11 1-AC47
(Abstracts 60,030-61,248) 186 1-AC27 12 1-AC42
Vol. VI, No. 5
	
4-ACO5 195 1-ACT) 13 2-AC32
(Abstracts 61.249-61,60.1` 190 1-AC3I 14 1-AC44
Vol. VI, No. 6	 4-AC56 205 2-ACT) ]6 2-AC33
l -b +racts 61,602 81,8351 207 I-AC.32 17 2-AC34
Vol. VII, 1\10. 1	 4-AC07 °30 I-AC28 IS 2-AC35
(Abstracts 70,W11-711 ,344) 24'; 2-AC25 19 2-AC36
Vol. VII, Na. 2
	
4-AC08 254 2 .AC27 20 2-AC37
(Abstracts 70,345-70,608) 254, Supp. 2 :AC31 21 2-AC38
Vol. V11, No. 3
	
4-AC09 260 J-AC29 22 2-AC39
(Abstracts 70,609-70,930) 260, Stipp. 4-AC13 23 2-AC40
Vol. ViI, No. 4
	 4-AC10 280 2-AC26 23 3-AC30
(Abstracts 70,931-71,239) 294 2-AC28 25 3-AC31
Vol. VII, No. 5	 4-AC 11 308 2•AC29 26 3-AC32
(Abstracts 71,240-71,645, 241 3-AC26 27 3-AC33
Vol. VII, No. 6
	 4-AC12 345 3-AC27 28 3-AC34
(Abstracts 71,646-72,015) 392 3-AC23 29 5-ACO5
Vo!. VTTI, No. 1	 5-AC01 428 3-AC29 30 5-AC06
(Abstracts 80,001-80,367) 464 4-AC15 3' 5-AC07
Vol. VIII, No. 2	 5-ACO2 490 5-ACO3 32 5-AC08




u7	 1-AC29 1 1-AC40 AI!SP 1-AC48
60	 1-AC18 2 1-AC38 :1I/SP 4-ACIC
67	 ;-AC21 3 1-AC34 AI/SP 4-AC17
74	 1-P.C20 4 1--AC•i5 AI; S^ 4-AC18
0
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